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   Easy Troll                   Data sheet  

    Puller-pusher 
 

An advanced technology coupled with an easy principle are the ingredients which have 

permit to make the EasyTroll economical and light. 

Easy to use 

Increasing handling ability  

Transport rolling loads up to 1 ton 

Reducing painful working conditions 

Adaptable and interchangeable tie down system  

Rechargeable on sector through a battery charger 

Autonomy 15 km 

Pull capacity: 1.000 kg 

Adjustable speed:  3 to 6 km/h 

Gradual start 

Dimensions : H120 x L60 x P65 

Weight : 60 kg

 

Ergonomic handling 

New modular fixing system 

Anti-squashing integrated 

http://www.bibusfrance.fr/
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Quiet 

The engine power and the transmission are 

developped to work in complete silence, in order to 

avoid noice pollution. 
Power 

With a peak torque of 55 Nm, the electric engine 

presents exceptional crossing capacities, and 

permits to transport heavy charges. 

 Compact and Robust 

All elements which permit the electric propulsion are 

integrate in the hub, loosing the totality of batteries 

chassis or electric casing. The aluminium fairing of 

the hub protects all components against impacts 

and spatters.  

Universal 

The wheel can be used inside or outside, with a 

large range of temperatures. The new fixing system 

permits to be compatible with the trolleys which you 

want to move easier. 

 

Eco-friendly 

The products are studied to respect the environment. 

The collection and recycling of the product are already 

organized at the end of product life. 

Conditions of use  

Temperatures -20 to +60°C  

IP65  

Maintenance >5 years 

Charge time: 3 hours for 90 % 

 

Industrial wheel tyre  

Used on industrial, asphalt, or resin type of ground. 

Medical wheel tyre (non-marking) 

Used on a hospital type of ground, tiles, carpet, etc ... 

For all further informations, you can read our catalog 

« EZ-WHEEL: the electric wheel » 

http://www.bibusfrance.fr/

